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Abstract
The degree of familiarity with threats is considered as a predictor of Internet attitudes and security behaviors. Cross-sectional data were collected from 323 student participants about their familiarity about 16 different Internet threats. All participants were presented with definitions of threats and then asked to state how familiar they were with each. Their responses were then used to identify the extent to which threat familiarity differed among the sample. Three different clusters were identified. One set of participants were relatively knowledgeable about all threats. Cluster 1 was therefore labelled experts \( n = 92 \). Cluster 2 \( n = 112 \) and 3 \( n = 92 \) showed very different patterns as familiarity appeared to depend on the novelty of the threat (with one cluster showing more familiarity with well-known threats and the other more familiarity with new threats). Participants who were experts were more likely to engage in computer security behaviors than the other two groups. Mediation analysis showed that time spent on the Internet and the length of Internet experience were significant predictors of familiarity, and both were significant indirect predictors of computer security use (suggesting a relationship fully mediated by familiarity). Our paper makes several important contribution. First, the research reflects a systematic effort to investigate the relationship between the familiarity and engagement of online security activities. Second, we provide evidence that familiarity is an important mediator between Internet use and security behaviors – making this an important baseline variable to consider in terms of training on future threat-oriented interventions aimed at changing security behavior. This study also provides implications for practitioners to improve user familiarity of security risks.
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1. Introduction

The threat landscape of computer security is continuously changing and new threats are emerging all the time. As a result, users are likely to be familiar with certain online threats more than others. In order to anticipate how users will respond to future challenges, it is therefore increasingly important to understand how risk perceptions are formed (Bonneau et al., 2012; Camp and Garg, 2012; Huang et al., 2010). Various threats exist to user information, including public information sharing on social media, user surveillance, identity theft, phishing, viruses, spyware, trojans, and keyloggers (e.g., Rocha Flores et al., 2014). An example of a very familiar occurrence are cookies which feature on many sites. These are text files that are designed to track user activity (BBC, 2011). Cookies may also be set by the browser or third-parties not associated with the browser (for more details see Opentracker, 2014). Due to press coverage regarding corporate privacy disasters (see Clarke, 2014), many users are exposed to information about these threats. However, some threats may be more recent and less known – which may also affect familiarity and thus potentially the extent to which security measures are taken by individuals. These include sophisticated spear phishing (targeted emails that include personal user details to convince users to provide specific information), keyloggers and rogueware. In addition to more traditional online security threats, a number of additional threats need to be considered. These include threats such as cat-fishing, cyber-bullying, social engineering and virtual stalking.

A number of researchers have studied the role of attitudes towards the Internet, and information hiding versus information sharing (e.g., Acquisti and Grossklags, 2004). Similarly, precautionary user behavior such as use of computer security features also requires a certain awareness and familiarity of the threats a user faces (see Dinev et al., 2009; Kruger et al., 2010). We differentiate awareness from familiarity as being aware of something may not necessarily indicate more than a fleeting degree of knowledge that a threat of a certain kind exists. Awareness alone may also be subject to repeated exposure, and thus subject to habituation which leads to less and less attention given to warning (Brinton Anderson et al, 2016). However, this does not guarantee that the user becomes knowledgeable or familiar with what the threat entails – they only recognize it. For example, individuals may be aware of email as a communication medium but not realize that it operates as a storage medium – and that even deleted emails may still continue to be accessible via their devices or cloud servers (e.g., Clark et al., 2015). So awareness of one function does not imply that the user really understands all functions – or threats. Threat awareness suggests
individuals show realization, perception of knowledge of a threat – but this knowledge is not driven by experience and may not be very in depth. Attitudes and behaviors may be shaped by what users think they know, rather than their actual knowledge. As a result, awareness may be a precursor to familiarity. In contrast, familiarity is linked to knowledge in more concrete ways in that knowledge is knowing something through experience or association implying an understanding of a threat.

Unfortunately, many individuals are not cognizant of how much personally relevant information they share online (Kurkovsky and Syta, 2010), in line with a low familiarity with the threats that may arise. For example, threats may be dismissed if they appear to be unlikely to occur (no immediacy), the user discounts the possibility of being affected, or they feel competent and confident to tackle potential risks and handle the consequences themselves. These aspects have certainly been observed in relation to password management (e.g., Tam et al., 2010). Security countermeasures such as security policies, security education and awareness, and computer monitoring have also been proposed to affect perceived certainty and severity of sanctions and subsequent misuse of information systems (D’Arcy et al., 2009). This suggests that attitudes and user awareness of consequences play a significant role in determining how risks are perceived and responded to.

1.1 A theoretical perspective to understanding threat familiarity: Connecting the human and technical elements

The difficulties associated with encouraging awareness to progress to actual knowledge and understanding of threats may be best explained using a framework as an explanatory metaphor. It is here that Actor-network theory (Latour, 1987) may help explain the reactions to, barriers and challenges that arise when we try to understand the many interrelated variables that determine security-related engagement and behavior (e.g., past experience, affordance of technology, and user attributes). A few comments are warranted to define the meaning and relevance of actor-network theory. First, ANT as proposed by Latour (1999, pg. 20) is a “very crude method to learn from actors without imposing on them on a priori definition of their work-building capacities.” Second, it is important to avoid misunderstandings about the meaning of actors and networks as Latour conceptualizes these as interlinked, rather than opposites (hence the hyphen). The actor-network element of Latour’s theory does not refer to a dichotomy that differentiates between agency and structure. While the actor does not represent a reflection of human agency, nor does
the network element reflect society as such. Both are continuously transformed and redefined through the interdependent activities (Hassard and Alcadipani, 2010). Latour (1999, pg. 17) clarifies and states that network element captures all “interactions through various kinds of devices, inscriptions, forms and formulae, into a very local, very practical, very fine locus”. Indeed, actors and networks as ‘two faces’ of the same phenomenon (Latour, 1999). In other words, actor-network theory (or ANT) acknowledges and highlights the connections between both macro and micro level influencers of social processes (such as societal norms and culture vs. local and personal norms).

We propose that ANT is a useful approach to understand how threat familiarity relates to online behaviors (e.g., those that shape Internet experience and online engagement) and the adoption of security behaviors. First, ANT clearly rejects the separation of the human, non-human, technical elements and the social elements (Hassard and Alcadipani, 2010) that drive user behavior in various domains. When we focus on the user alone (e.g., his or her attitudinal indicators), the technical (e.g., automatic processes rather than those that have to be started by the user) or the social influencers (e.g., social norms norms), we may only explain some of the variance in behavioral patterns; however, the interaction of these variables may be particularly informative. ANT therefore considers a combination of variables, in a similar fashion (but not exactly the same) as (many) other ‘models’, such as ISO 9241 and the Person-Artifact-Task (PAT) model (see Finneran and Zhang, 2003). Security behavior is essentially the outcome of a combination of all these elements as well. For example, personal characteristics and propensity for risk may shape users’ willingness to take risks when online. Technical features may protect a user to different degrees from threats, while social pressures and norms may also influence which activities the user pursues and which precautionary behaviors they adopt.

Second, as ANT suggests, entities and understanding emerge and gain meaning as the result of their interaction and relations with each other. Arnaboldi and Spiller (2011, pg. 645) note the following, in reference to Latour (2005) and Law (1992): “The increasing popularity of ANT arises from a pivotal, though controversial, feature: the symmetrical treatment of human and non-human actors, and of social and technical elements.” This might indeed be particularly relevant to cybersecurity behaviors. The creation of threats and the effect of certain cybersecurity threats relies on the interactions of numerous technical and human aspects. For example, in the absence of precautionary tools and the users’ unwillingness to engage with threats, negative outcomes due to
email harvesting or identity theft are also much more likely. This outcome may not be repeated if the precautionary behavior is prompted or prevention tools are automatically triggered, reducing the reliance on the user. However, such settings also reduce their control over their devices, which is why such mechanisms are not always readily adopted by the user. Familiarity with threats, either by direct exposure or experience, is likely to emerge as the result of an interplay between the users’ technical experience (e.g., Internet use), their personal characteristics (such as Internet attitudes), and their behavior to date, especially when this is reinforced by social or technical means (such as the adoption of pre-cautionary behavior, which may be achieved through nudges or social norms).

Finally, ANT considers the importance of translation in terms of how various, potentially contradictory interests, are captured (Hassard and Alcadipani, 2010, pg. 10). This process further recognizes the role of stakeholders, the need for information sharing and evolution in terms of the roles that actors inherit (see also Arnaboldi and Spiller, 2011). Users are often, by default and unintentionally, designated as recipients of data security training – but not necessarily viewed as active participants. This set-up may ensure that training aims at raising threat awareness, but not necessarily foster actual familiarity with threats by involving users directly.

Nevertheless, ANT as an explanatory method to understand cybersecurity is still limited. For example, many will argue that the assumption of symmetry between human and non-technical elements is misplaced – and that in the context of cybersecurity, it may not be feasible to aim for such symmetry due to the challenges associated with keeping up one’s knowledge of emerging and existing threats.

1.2 Rationale and Research Questions

A particularly relevant target group for interventions are university students as many are soon entering the workforce – and with that their lack of knowledge or awareness of online threats may represent an important knowledge gap that needs to be addressed in company inductions and training schemes. Learning what students know about threats is the first step to understand why and when they adopt computer security behaviors. In line with current knowledge and knowledge gaps, the present paper poses three questions.

The questions are as follows: how familiar are students with the various online threats and is this similar for UK and US samples (RQ1)? Dinev et al. (2009) noted that awareness of the threats posed by spyware predicted favorable attitudes towards protective information technology, but
that this relationship was more pronounced for the US than the South Korean sample in their research. This suggests that familiarity and thus awareness of threats may vary across countries. However, in this study we focus on similar cultures to assess the robustness of findings in the UK and a comparative sample from the USA. We propose that the two samples are unlikely to vary significantly in terms of their familiarity with threats. By extension of these findings, we ask if we can identify groups that are more or less familiar with certain new vs. well-known (established) threats (RQ2). We are particularly interested to learn how familiarity clusters relate to Internet attitudes and computer security (e.g., differences between the two subsamples or group clusters).

Third and finally, we consider a mediation hypothesis (see Figure 1). That is, to what extent is past Internet experience and familiarity with threats overall related to security measures being implemented by individuals (RQ3)? Previous research on risk and technology has found evidence in favor of the ‘familiarity hypothesis’ (Lee and Ho, 2015; Satterfield et al., 2009; Wogalter et al., 1991). Accordingly, the perception that the benefits associated with a particular technology outweigh its risks is positively related to people’s extent of familiarity with the technology. This means prior experience, if linked to familiarity may also have implications for the security measures that are being implemented by individuals – in support of a mediation model.

![Figure 1: Proposed mediation model](image)

2. Method

2.1 Recruitment and Participants

The data for the current paper were based on a previous dataset collected over the course of 2015 and 2016. Participants were recruited by mailing list in the UK and via their instructors in the USA. Participation was voluntary. As only 323 participants responded to the familiarity items, the
current study focuses on this subset. The participations included 169 participants taking social science programs in the Midwest of the USA and 154 participants completing various social science and other programs at several universities in the UK. The age ranged from 18 to 60 ($M = 22.78; SD = 5.89$). As the purpose of the analysis is to compare samples, we also investigated potential differences between samples prior to the main analysis. Overall, 74.9% of the participants were female ($n = 242$) and 25.1% were male ($n = 81$). The two groups did not differ ($F(1, 321) = .21, p = .648$) in terms of their age characteristics (UK $M = 22.92$; US $M = 22.64$) and gender distribution (Pearson’s $\chi^2(1) = .025, p = .874$). Over half of the sample were employed ($n = 191, 59.5\%$), with the remainder being either unemployed or looking for work ($n = 90, 27.9\%$), with a small minority selecting the option of ‘other’ ($n = 41, 12.7\%;$ with one missing value). Students in the USA were more likely to be employed than students in the UK (Pearson’s $\chi^2(3) = 12.37, p = .006$). In terms of education, 26.6% had a high school diploma or similar, 31% had already obtained an associate degree (at community college), 29.1% had already obtained an undergraduate degree (e.g., BA or BSc), 5.6% had already obtained a postgraduate degree, while 7.7% had obtained other unspecified qualifications. The main difference in education (Pearson’s $\chi^2(4) = 56.70, p < .001$) arose in terms of the greater number of students in the USA having already completed an associate degree (two-year degree, e.g. at community colleges), a qualification that is less common in the UK. In addition, more participants in the UK were working towards a postgraduate qualification at the time of the survey than in the USA. Participants had used the Internet for around 12 years ($M = 11.72, SD = 3.44$), although Internet use ranged from 2 to 24 years. Students in the USA had used the Internet on average one more year ($M = 12.29, SD = 3.22$) than students in the UK ($M = 11.10, SD = 3.57$), ($F(1, 320) = 9.792, p = .002$).

2.2 Procedure
As soon as participants had read the study information and completed the consent form, they were asked to complete items on their attitude towards their personal use of Internet, their use of security measures, and their general Internet experience. They were then presented with 18 different threats and Internet behaviors. Each of these 16 threats were also defined for the participants to ensure they all knew the characteristics of each threat (see Appendix). All participants were asked to indicate their familiarity with each of the threats individually. The survey ended with questions about their demographics and the debrief statement. All participants were eligible for course
credits when completing the survey and were also given the option to enter a prize draw (£50 or $50). In order to separate their anonymous responses to the survey from the registration page and thus identify user details, a separate link was presented in the debrief statement that redirected participants to a separate registration form not connected to the survey.

2.3 Measures
A number of single item measures were used to assess familiarity, use of computer security, and participant’s attitude towards the Internet, Internet experience, and demographics.

2.3.1 Familiarity with online threats
Familiarity with 16 threats was examined in line with previous work (Garg and Camp, 2012; see additional work on familiarity and information security perceptions by Huang et al., 2007). The list consisted of the following threats: cat-fishing, social engineering, e-mail harvesting, zero-day attack, rogueware, botnet, trojan, keylogger, spyware, virus, cyber-bullying, virtual stalking, Internet surveillance, identity theft, phishing, cookie. Answering options ranged from 1 = fully unfamiliar to 7 = fully familiar.

2.3.2 Use of security measures
The degree to which participants used certain precautions was assessed using the Computer Security Usage scale (by Claar and Johnson, 2012). The scale involved five items with a response scale from 1 = never to 7 = always. The items asked participants whether or not they used anti-virus software, firewall software, anti-spyware software, software updates and security updates. The items were used individually and combined in one composite.

2.3.3 Internet attitude
This was measured using five items starting with “All things considered, my use of the Internet is…” followed by a 7-point response scale (e.g., 1 = good, 7 = bad). An example item is “All things considered, my use of the Internet is good-bad.” The items were used individually.

2.3.4 Internet experience
All participants were asked three questions about their Internet experience. The first question asked participants how long they have been using the Internet (in years). The second question required participants to share how often they log onto the Internet. Answering options ranged from 1 = weekly to 6 = more than 3 times a day. The third question asked participants how much time they
spend on the Internet per day. The response options ranged from 1 = 1-5 minutes to 7 = several hours.

2.3.5 Internet use
We also asked participants what they used the Internet for. Participants used the Internet for various purposes, specifically, e-mail (96.9%), social networking (90.4%), searching for work-related or study-related information (85.8%) as well as education/training (82.7%), shopping (81.4%) and banking (75.9%).

2.3.6 Demographics
Demographics included age, gender, education and employment status.

3. Results
This part of our paper is organized in four sections in line with research questions.

3.1 Threat familiarity (RQ1)
We had proposed that given the rather homogenous nature of our two samples from the UK, it was unlikely that these two groups of students would differ in their familiarity with threats (RQ1). The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA, where we considered potential control variables such as gender, age, education, and employment status) revealed that the UK and US sample was relatively similar in terms of their familiarity overall (composite score) with threats (p > .05). This was largely confirmed in 16 threats when we tested group difference in familiarity (for each individual threat). Table 1 presents all descriptives. In two cases, the two samples did differ in terms of their familiarity scores for individual threats. The UK sample appeared to be more familiar (M = 4.34, SD = 1.91) with social engineering (F(1, 315) = 3.86, p = .050, ηp² = .01) then the USA sample (M = 3.86, SD = 1.79), also controlling for gender and employment status (p < .05). In addition, the UK sample was more familiar (F(1, 319) = 13.49, p < .001, ηp² = .04) with phishing (M = 5.30, SD = 1.79) than their US counterparts (M = 4.53, SD = 1.94), also controlling for age (p < .05). It is not entirely clear which factors may explain these differences.

Table 1: Familiarity descriptives across samples and clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Online threats  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(n = 154)</th>
<th>(n = 169)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>More recent (newer):</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat-fishing</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social engineering *</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail-harvesting</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-day attack</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogueeware</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botnet</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keylogger</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phishing *</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Well-known (established):</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spyware</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virus</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber-bullying</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual stalking</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet surveillance</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity theft</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cookie</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The two samples (UK and USA) do not differ in terms of familiarity except in two instances identified with a * (p ≤ .050).

### 3.2 Familiarity differences across all clusters (RQ2)

As we obtained very limited evidence that the two national samples differed significantly in their familiarity of threats (with the exception of two threats), we investigated the possibility that the sample may be differentiated in terms of their familiarity with threats (RQ2). We conducted hierarchical cluster analysis applying Ward’s linkage method and squared Euclidian distance. The resulting dendrogram was then examined to identify potential solutions. The visualization of the clusters suggested that the participants could be allocated to three main groups of similar size. Analysis of variance suggested that the three clusters did differ significantly from one another in almost all cases, as assessed in a post-hoc comparison, in terms of their familiarity with different threats and online behaviors (p < .001). Table 2 summarizes the descriptives for each of the three clusters (N = 296).

Table 2: Familiarity descriptives across clusters
Note. Three main clusters were identified based on familiarity scores \((p < .001)\). Values in italics are lowest familiarity score across the three clusters.

Having identified three clusters, we next decided to explore the characteristics across the three clusters. Significant differences in overall familiarity with threats (using the composite measure) were observed \((F(2, 293) = 11.29, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .43)\). We also considered a number of covariates. The difference in familiarity between clusters was still significant \((F(2, 291) = 112.83, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .44)\) after we controlled for gender and age \((p < .05)\).

Post-hoc analysis further showed that the Cluster 1 differed significantly from both Cluster 2 \((n = 92)\) and 3 \((p < .001)\), while Cluster 2 and 3 also differed marginally from one another \((p = .001)\). Participants in Cluster 1 appeared to be highly familiar with threats (scored a mean score of 5.63 out of 7), so we labelled them the experts \((n = 92)\). Individuals in Cluster 2 \((n = 112)\) appeared to have slightly lower familiarity scores \((4.21\) out of 7). They also tended to have better awareness of new threats. As a result, this cluster captured those who were unfamiliar with well-known threats. Participants in Cluster 3 had a slightly above average familiarity with most threats \((4.58\) out of 7).
out of 7), but it was on average lower than the familiarity of the experts. The participants in Cluster 3 appeared to less familiar with more recent threats, but they tended to be more familiar with established threats (see Table 2). Cluster 3 therefore captured those who were unfamiliar with new threats \((n = 92)\).

In order to visualize the findings, we also produced two figures (Figure 2a and 2b) that outline the differences between the three clusters: the experts, those unfamiliar with well-known threats and those unfamiliar with new threats. Figure 1a outlines the familiarity with specific threats. Figure 2b summarizes the descriptives for threats that are likely to be a function of the user’s online engagement (frequency, social engagement, and information sharing). Generally, familiarity scores seem to be higher with the threats outlined in Figure 2b than Figure 2a. Overall, we can conclude that the level of familiarity across all three clusters was lowest for specific threats such as zero-day attack, rogueware, botnets, and keyloggers (newer threats).

![Figure 2a: Cluster differences in familiarity (for new threats)](image)
3.2.1 Self-evaluation of Internet activities/behaviors

Having identified the three familiarity clusters, we wanted to assess how the degree of familiarity also related to self-reported Internet use. We summarize the descriptives in Figure 3. As expected, we observed significant differences across all three clusters ($p < .001$; see Table 3). By and large, the experts ranked their Internet use as more positive than negative (as in advantageous compared to disadvantageous to user’s security), more beneficial than harmful, and so on. Participants who self-identified as less familiar about well-known threats were more likely to report more problematic behavior (Cluster 2) than those who were less familiar with new threats (Cluster 3).

These findings further suggest that participant’s general self-awareness of their own potentially problematic Internet use as indicated across all five attitude measures (see Table 3) may be linked to the degree to which participants are (un)familiar with threats – at the same time it is maybe a question as to whether or not familiarity is the result of more online engagement. However, we only noted a marginally significant difference in terms of the frequency with which participants in the three clusters used the Internet ($F(2, 292) = 2.49, p = .085$). Internet use was high amongst the experts (Cluster 1, $M = 5.38, SD = 0.87$) and those unfamiliar about newer threats (Cluster 3, $M = 5.29, SD = 0.96$) compared to those more unfamiliar with well-known threats (Cluster 2, $M = 5.09, SD = 1.06$).
Table 3: Self-evaluation of activities/behaviors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitudes towards Internet use</th>
<th>Cluster 1</th>
<th>Cluster 2</th>
<th>Cluster 3</th>
<th>AN(C)OVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert (n = 92)</td>
<td>Unfam. (w) (n = 112)</td>
<td>Unfam. (n) (n = 92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good to bad</td>
<td>M: 1.80, SD: 1.05</td>
<td>M: 2.47, SD: 1.30</td>
<td>M: 1.96, SD: 1.18</td>
<td>F(2,293) = 9.03, p &lt; .001&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficial to harmful</td>
<td>M: 1.76, SD: 0.94</td>
<td>M: 2.71, SD: 1.45</td>
<td>M: 2.11, SD: 1.18</td>
<td>F(2,292) = 17.88, p &lt; .001&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive to negative</td>
<td>M: 1.95, SD: 1.03</td>
<td>M: 2.45, SD: 1.18</td>
<td>M: 2.01, SD: 0.96</td>
<td>F(2,291) = 7.83, p &lt; .001&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise to unwise</td>
<td>M: 2.54, SD: 1.29</td>
<td>M: 2.96, SD: 1.38</td>
<td>M: 2.53, SD: 1.39</td>
<td>F(2,291) = 4.17, p = .016&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorable to unfavorable</td>
<td>M: 1.87, SD: 1.07</td>
<td>M: 2.54, SD: 1.27</td>
<td>M: 2.23, SD: 1.08</td>
<td>F(2,289) = 10.10, p &lt; .001&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Cluster 1 (experts), Cluster 2 (unfamiliar: well-known threats), Cluster 3 (unfamiliar: new threats). Covariates: <sup>a</sup> no significant covariates, <sup>b</sup> age (p < .05), <sup>c</sup> employment status (p < .05), <sup>d</sup> employment status (p = .006), <sup>e</sup> employment status (p < .05).

3.2.2 Computer security use

Having obtained evidence that familiarity is also linked to self-evaluations of one’s Internet use (Internet attitude) as well as differences in terms of the frequency with which the participants in
different clusters use the Internet, the question arose if familiarity is therefore also linked to whether or not participants used different security features. In line with previous findings and as outlined in Table 4 (and Figure 4), experts (Cluster 1) were more likely to use security features than participants who were less familiar with threats (in Cluster 2 and Cluster 3).

![Figure 4: Computer security in relation to familiarity](image)

**Table 4: Computer security use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security actions</th>
<th>Cluster 1 Expert (n = 92)</th>
<th>Cluster 2 Unfam. (w) (n = 112)</th>
<th>Cluster 3 Unfam. (n) (n = 92)</th>
<th>AN(C)OVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-virus software</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall software</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-spyware</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run software updates</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run security updates</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Cluster 1 (experts), Cluster 2 (unfamiliar: well-known threats), Cluster 3 (unfamiliar: new threats). Covariates: a employment status ($p < .05$), b employment status ($p < .05$), c no significant covariates, d no significant covariates, e employment status ($p < .05$).
3.3 Familiarity as Mediator between Internet Use and Security Behaviors (RQ3)

We considered the role of previous experience as a precursor to familiarity of threats and behaviors. And only when threats were known are participants likely to engage in computer security behavior. This mediation hypothesis was tested using the three questions related to Internet experience as predictors, overall familiarity as mediator (composite score), and the composite based on all computer security responses. The mediation was assessed using the PROCESS macro from Hayes (2013). We ran three mediation models, one for each of the three Internet experience variables that we predicted were direct predictors of familiarity and potentially indirect predictors (via familiarity) of computer security use. We also considered potential covariates. Gender and employment status were significant covariates but their inclusion did not significantly change the results. As a result, we report the outcomes of the mediation without these covariates.

Two out of three questions (see Figure 5 and 6) were significant predictors of familiarity (composite score) as hypothesized. The frequency with which they used the Internet was not a significant predictor of overall familiarity with risks (although the frequency of Internet use differed across the three clusters, see previous analysis). The average time spent online was a positive predictor of familiarity ($\beta = .079, p = .013$) as was the length of Internet use over several years ($\beta = .055, p < .001$). Familiarity was a significant predictor of computer security behavior ($\beta = .433, p < .001$). However, time online on average ($\beta = .020, p = .708$) and length of Internet use ($\beta = .028, p = .246$) were not significant direct predictors of computer security behavior, with familiarity held constant. However, we did obtain a significant indirect effect, demonstrating full mediation, for time online ($\beta = .034, p = .032; \text{LLCI} = .0078$ and $\text{ULCI} = .0746$) and length of Internet use ($\beta = .024, p = .004; \text{LLCI} = .0095$ and $\text{ULCI} = .0449$).
4. Discussion
The purpose of the current paper was to examine the role of familiarity with threats, in computer security use. In the following section, we briefly summarize our findings and connect these to practical implications.

The first question of interest considered how familiar students were with the various online threats (RQ1). We had assumed that students in the UK and USA would show similar degrees of familiarity. This hypothesis was largely confirmed – except in terms of social engineering and phishing. In each of these two cases, the UK sample appeared to be more familiar with these threats than their counterparts in the USA. Two explanations may be offered. First, the sample in the UK was potentially more diverse in terms of their educational goals than the US sample. That is, the participants from the USA were largely recruited from social science courses, while the participants in the UK were recruited as part of a university-wide research call. While we do not have the means to assess degree-specific differences in our dataset, it is possible that familiarity with certain risks is associated with different background and educational experience. In addition, the universities may have differed slightly in terms of the content of their educational outreach activities. Many universities realize the value in educating their students about Internet threats as their risky or problematic online behavior is likely to also threaten the university’s network and Internet infrastructure.
The second question of interest looked at differences in our dataset due to different degrees of familiarity with threats (RQ2). Using cluster analysis, we identified three main clusters. The three clusters were differentiated along with their general familiarity with threats and labelled the experts (Cluster 1), or those unfamiliar with well-known threats (Cluster 2) vs. newer threats (Cluster 3). All three clusters were less familiar with four particular threats. These were threats such as the zero-day attacks, rogueware, botnets, and keyloggers. This identifies a clear area for future training and awareness campaigns in these university settings.

While we found no evidence of significant as well as consistent differences between the two national samples (except for the two exceptions noted above), the three clusters had clearly very distinct Internet attitudes and computer security behaviors. Specifically, participants (Cluster 2) who were less familiar with well-known threats overall also reported more negative (personally problematic or disadvantageous) compared to positive (and unproblematic) self-evaluated Internet use (Internet attitude). Participants in Cluster 2, together with the group less informed about newer threats (Cluster 3), were also less likely to use specific computer security features than the experts (Cluster 1). The three features more likely to be used by the experts were firewalls, software and security updates. However, it is noteworthy that all these features are default features that can be readily enabled on most computers these days. The fact that no significant differences ($p < .05$) were obtained for anti-spyware and anti-virus software is rather disheartening. However, we should note that since the familiarity questions were located at the end of the survey, it is possible that self-evaluation of one’s Internet use may have influenced the familiarity ratings. This is a possible limitation of the study.

Despite these limitations, our results allow us to draw two tentative conclusions. First, greater familiarity with threats does not necessarily go hand in hand with better computer security. What is more, familiarity with threats and different online behavior may also depend on how recent/new or well-known threats and behaviors are. This is in line with related evidence that suggests that users often do not understand all the functions of the tools they use (Clark et al., 2015), and thus may not understand the threats that exist. Participants (particularly those in Cluster 2 and 3, see Table 4) did not use readily available computer security features and programs to the same degree that experts did (Cluster 1). It is unclear if this reflects an overreliance on the university’s (or home environment’s) infrastructure (e.g., convenience versus security driven decision-making, see Jeske et al., 2014). This lack of alignment between what participants know and do may also be
attributable to some other factor such as inability to grasp the implications of one’s behavior for one’s computer security (suggesting low risk awareness; see Coventry et al., 2014). And second, further exploration showed that regular Internet experience and use may be particularly relevant for fostering familiarity with threats – in line with the notion of situated learning (Lave and Wenger, 1990).

The mediation (RQ3) provided further evidence that time spent on the Internet and the length of Internet experience (but not daily or weekly frequency) were significant predictors of familiarity with threats and online behaviors. Similarly, these variables were also significant indirect predictors of computer security use (a relationship fully mediated by familiarity). Again, this is a finding in support of situated learning (Lave and Wenger, 1990). Although the effects were quite small overall, the practical implication may be that computer security behavior is an outcome of familiarity, which is not accomplished without significant time investment. This also means that the time spent to familiarize oneself with threats and learn about online options is a time spent learning – but also a period of greater vulnerability until some degree of familiarity with threats is achieved that triggers security behavior. However, again a limitation of this analysis is the use of single-item measures (e.g., in relation to Internet use) as this might introduce bias due to unreliability (e.g., Petrescu, 2013). As a result, our conclusions need to be interpreted with caution.

The results suggest that numerous factors come into play, both human and technical, in line with the ANT approach (Hassard and Alcadipani, 2010). This was evidenced by age and employment status, both of which were important covariates. Simultaneously, precautionary behaviors requires access to but also familiarity with both threats and technical tools to combat them. Internet experience is particularly shaped by both human (user) and technical characteristics and tools available to the users. The starting points for interventions as well as practical implications are outlined in the next two sections.

### 4.1 Starting points for interventions

A number of starting points for interventions exist. Work on nudging individuals and research on evidence-based practice (see Michie and West, 2013) focuses on helping online users to make better security-related decisions on social media, mobile devices and in relation to wireless options – and thus enable them to overcome lack of knowledge and awareness of security threats on the part of the users (e.g., Choe et al., 2013; Kruger et al., 2010; Turland et al., 2015). In addition, the
research on user perceptions has frequently utilized some of the premises of the Health Belief Model by Rosenstock (1974). This includes studies to learn more about email-related security behavior (e.g., Ng et al., 2009), to explore how safe and secure online users felt about using technology to complete financial transactions (Davinson and Sillence, 2014), to educate users about phishing (Davinson and Sillence, 2010) and how to increase the use of computer security software (Claar and Johnson, 2012). As a result, this model may also provide a general explanatory framework for understanding a number of additional threat perceptions, which may also help IT departments in universities and private businesses to identify starting points for interventions and awareness campaigns.

The main purpose of the Health Belief Model is to understand why individuals engage in preventive actions or behaviors (Rosenstock, 1974). The model includes several concepts: Self-efficacy (the degree to which individuals feel capable to tackle certain challenges), perceived susceptibility (opinion that one will contract health issues), perceived severity of the condition and consequences, and the perceived benefits and barriers to taking action. The model also considers the influence of triggers within the individual and environment. These serve as ‘cues to action’ (Siepmann, 2008). The model may also provide insight into understanding online users’ threat perceptions. It further captures the complexity of individual or situational antecedents to these perceptions – and thus the precautions that users may take. Taking a similar approach as Davinson and Sillence (2014), we outline each of the five concepts of the Health Belief Model as they could be applied in future research and interventions (Table 5). The threats may also influence perceptions of susceptibility, severity, costs, benefits, cues to action and perceived control.

Table 5: Concepts of the Health Belief Model as applied to the security context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Cybersecurity context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived susceptibility</td>
<td>How likely is the threat for the user? This might be reflected in perceptions of risk and the users’ information-sharing attitude.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived severity</td>
<td>How serious are the consequences (perceived risks) for the user?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived costs</td>
<td>What are the costs (balance between risks and benefits) that the user might incur as a result of the threat?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived benefits</td>
<td>What are the benefits of precautions (perceived benefits) to a threat?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>How capable does the users feel about facing these threats? This may be subject to the users’ actual familiarity with risks and computer security use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cues to action</td>
<td>What triggers (antecedents) lead to more secure user behavior? These triggers may also influence as and when online users take precautions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If this model is applied in combination with concepts such as situated learning (Lave and Wenger, 1990) and learning from failure (see Fortune and Peters, 1995; see also Dalcher and Drevin, 2003), individuals as well as trainers may become more well-rounded in their understanding of threats (and how they are perceived). Such training may also enable students and other less security-experienced trainees to gain a better understanding of how threats, if not prevented, impact on their data security and system operability. In addition, groupware and online collaborative tools as well as social networks exist – all of which can enable social interaction, access and support across time and location (Harr et al., 2011). For those tasked with teaching cybersecurity to employees and students, various e-mentoring and e-coaching schemes exist as well as guidance on online tutoring (e.g., Perren, 2003). Furthermore, new platforms allow individuals to interact face-to-face in real time using video chats. Customized configurations of technologies and settings (e.g., Shanks et al., 2003) enables organizations to not only engage others, monitor trainees’ progress but also provide means to provide feedback (e.g., by using analytics and discussion forms).

System-specific interventions may also be an option. Cues to action may be designed with system nudges and similar system interventions to flag issues (see Acquisti, 2009; Coventry et al., 2014; Grossklags et al., 2010). While many cues to action (e.g., warning messages upon installation of unknown or third-party software) are used already, it is clear that many interventions fail – and we suggest that the lack of familiarity with the threats or issues can be a major determinant of individual’s disregard or disengagement with such interventions. Relying on user expertise and understanding of nudges may disregard the first step: ensuring that the users are sufficiently familiar with potential threats so that those who seek to improve their security behavior can be successful.

4.2 Expanding knowledge base: Final comments for practitioners and researchers

Past evidence suggests that while information campaigns may change attitudes, behavior will not necessarily change in line with attitudes (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000). This may be due to various reasons, including the difficulty of changing a behavior (e.g., Constanzo et al., 1986) given environmental constraints and habits. However, when behavioral change would be of personal or even financial benefit, behavioral change is more likely to follow (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000).
However, it will be more difficult to change a behavior that is perceived as a low priority rather than a high priority (see example in Sadalla et al., 2014). If lack of familiarity is high, it is unlikely that users will change their security behavior. That said, familiarity is again a self-reported and subjective variable to consider in this context. Finding means to assess subjective as well as objective familiarity may be an important way forward to optimize computer security training. Some support for the importance of clarifying what users actually think they know versus what they actually know comes from work on domain knowledge (see Hadar et al., 2014). When individuals lack domain knowledge, they may rely on the information available to them, although they cannot know if this is all the information they need. And in the context of security, they may even rely on mere recognition of the threat that can be attributed to repeated exposure to warnings – but it may not be based on any substantial knowledge. Finding ways to differentiate between degrees of awareness versus actual knowledge may contribute significantly to the effectiveness of computer security awareness campaigns and training initiatives.

Future work in the design of training that builds on familiarity may also benefit from threat research conducted by Huang et al. (2010) on perceptions of information security. These authors examined 20 factors that shape threat perceptions to a variety of information security threats. They identified several factors that influenced information security perceptions, such as knowledge (including familiarity), perception of risks, severity of consequences, controllability, possibility of being exposed to threats, and awareness of threats (Huang et al., 2010). If we increase users’ attention to, and accurate self-evaluation of these facets, they may also adopt more secure behaviors. This suggests that familiarity and threat perceptions are important antecedents which shape the likelihood with which precautions are taken.

Finally, while many interventions are focused on increasing employees’ awareness of risks (Stewart and Lacey, 2012), improving information-sensitive managerial operations and supporting security service providers (e.g., Ulltveit-Moe, 2014), the education of students is often left to cash-strapped IT departments in university settings. However, students are an important target group as they represent future employees and managers. It is unlikely that their lack of precautions and knowledge gaps will disappear upon graduation and entry into the labor market. Thankfully, some recommendations have already been developed for students on how to raise their information security awareness in different contexts (see Kim, 2014; Park et al., 2017) and how to create
engaging, motivating and practically focused information security lessons (e.g., Ahmad and Maynard, 2014). We would direct practitioners and graduate recruiters towards these resources.
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**Appendix**

**Definitions of threats used in this study**

*Cat-fishing:* The act of building a fake relationship online by pretending to be someone else, creating an online romance through a false persona or fake social media profile.

*Social engineering:* The act of manipulating individuals to divulge confidential information. Criminals usually try to trick their victims into breaking normal security procedures and releasing valuable information such as passwords and bank details.

*E-mail-harvesting:* The process of obtaining a large list of email addresses through various means for purposes such as bulk spamming without the authority or the persons involved.

*Zero-day attack:* An attack that exploits previously unknown software vulnerabilities before security researchers and software developers become aware of them to create a fix or patch.

*Rogueware:* Malicious software that restricts access to the computer system that it infects. Either demands a ransom to lift the restriction or frightens people into purchasing and installing additional malicious software by alerting a user to a false problem.

*Botnet:* A collection of private computers that have been set up to forward transmissions (including spam or viruses) to other computers on the Internet, even though the computers’ owners are unaware of this.

*Trojan:* Tracking software that attempts to infiltrate a computer without the user’s knowledge or consent. This software often presents itself as one form while it is actually another.

*Keylogger:* A computer program that records every keystroke made by a computer user to gain fraudulent access to passwords and other confidential information.

*Phishing:* The act of sending an e-mail to a user falsely claiming to be an established legitimate enterprise. The aim is to scam the user into surrendering private information that will be used to steal the user’s identity.

*Spyware:* A program that runs on a user’s computer and tracks their browsing habits or captures information such as email messages, usernames, passwords, and credit card information.
**Virus:** Harmful computer program or script that attempts to spread from one file to another on a single computer and/or from one computer to another, using a variety of methods, without the knowledge and consent of the computer user.

**Cyber-bullying:** The use of information technology, in particular through the Internet, to harm or harass other people in a deliberate, repeated, and hostile manner.

**Virtual stalking:** Use of the Internet, e-mail or other electronic communication devices to stalk or repeatedly follow and harass another person.

**Internet surveillance:** The monitoring of online behavior, activities or other changing information, often in secret and without authorization. This is usually carried out on individuals or groups observed by governmental organizations.

**Identity theft:** Any kind of fraud on the Internet that results in the loss of personal data, such as passwords, user names, banking information, or credit card numbers.

**Cookie:** A small piece of text or file that is stored in a user’s computer.
Highlights

Different groups of student users present different patterns of familiarity with threats.

Threat familiarity may vary depending on whether threat novelty.

Threat familiarity impacts tendency to adopt precautionary behaviors.

Familiarity mediates the link between Internet experience and precautionary behavior.